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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Laura mentioned, I’ve been working as a federal social scientist for over 10 years, but I only started with NOAA in the fall of 2016. Previously, I worked with the National Park Service for over a decade on human-wildlife interactions. We were beginning to look a lot to the disciplines of communication and compliance, many of which seem to be equally as relevant to NOAA and the National Marine Fisheries Service. In November, I was in DC for some meetings and shared within NOAA some of the areas where we’re currently working on building capacity at PIFSC, and it was suggested that this would be a great topic to share more broadly via a QUEST webinar



Protecting Fish Stocks
• Primary Tool: Fishing Regulations 

(e.g., gear restrictions, closures, catch limits), only 
effective if followed

• Rely on:
• Education/outreach
• Observers
• Reporting
• Enforcement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we think about protecting species and compliance at NOAA Fisheries, one of the first things that comes to mind is protecting fish stocks, which we primarily do through regulations, such as gear restrictions, etc., but they all require being followed and reported on accurately to be effectiveWe have some measures in place to help with this:education/outreach for awareness/understanding of regulations/how to comply, but we know that in many cases education does not lead to the desired behaviorObservers who are physically on the commercial fishing boats recording data on the fish caught and non-target species interactions. What might bias observer data?Reporting via logbooks, stock assessment models rely on accurate reporting. In our region, we have heard that some people only report catch sold, not given away. Enforcement can’t be everywhere



Compliance with Regulations
• 165th Western Pacific Regional Fisheries Management 

Council (2016) recommended the Fishery Ecosystem 
Plan Objectives include “Promote Compliance”
• Understand factors that result in non-compliance
• Develop ways to increase compliance with fishing 

regulations
• Ensure regulations written and implemented to be 

easy to follow
• Objective 4 in Draft Fisheries Ecosystem Plans
• Recurring theme in discussions with Hawaii Division of 

Aquatic Resources
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compliance with regulations has come up as an important topic in the region, with the Western Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Council specifically recommending inclusion of objectives to “promote compliance” in all fisheries ecosystem plans. These were drafted in 2016, although they are not yet finalized.It has also come up repeatedly in many discussions with the state agency, on a range of different topics.social science that focuses on audience research could contribute to meeting compliance needs



Protected Species Management
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to regulations, there are also best practices for fishing and recreating around protected speciesFor example, knowing proper techniques to release accidentally hooked turtles, using barbless circle hooks to mitigate hooking monk seals or other species, and keeping proper distance from protected species.This is the first monk seal pup to be born on Waikīkī, born on June 29, 2017, with a volunteer keeping people back the required distanceFor most of these, there is a desire to encourage compliance with the desired behaviour by fishers and recreationists through communications



Past PIFSC Research
• Hawaii Longline Fishermen’s Experiences with the 

Observer Program (2007)
• Observer program has led to better estimates of interactions 

between longline fishing and species at risk
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• Concerns were with the 
overall program as a form of 
enforcement

• Lack of trust in monitoring
• Lack of adequate 

reimbursement
• Variation by ethnic group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few studies have been conducted in the past that identified drivers of non-compliance and communication needsThe observer program has evolved since this study, and there have been some concerns about accurate reporting, especially if it might shut down the fishery, although we don’t know to what degree these are unfounded. When a certain number of interactions with protected species are recorded, the fishery shuts down. This year, we are actually very close to our sea turtle caps even though it’s early in the season.How have sentiments towards observers changed since 2007?



Past PIFSC Research
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• Fisher perceptions and interactions with protected 
species (2015)
• Cetaceans (false killer whale)

• Fishers may not be able to accurately id species
• Fishers try to avoid interactions and communicate with 

each other when cetaceans are present
• Monk seals 

• Interactions are rare
• Protection  habituation
• Protection  feeding
• Fear of prosecution/closure
• Monk seal as symbol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CetaceansSpecies involved in predation include porpoise, dolphin, (monk seal), pilot whale, FKW, and pygmy killer whale. Not all have same level of protection, false killer whale of most interest from protected species standpoint, endangeredBecause cetaceans steal bait and catch, fishers don’t want to interact with them and communicate with each other to try to avoid areas where they are present. Spotted dolphins are considered “good” because they show fishers where to find fish, whereas others (rough toothed dolphin) predate on catch or scare them awayThere can be entanglements or accidental hookingMonk sealsRare interactions: difficult to identify clear options for mitigationProtection via buffers and making deterrents illegal means that the monk seals are getting used to being around peopleWithout the ability to use deterrents to protect catch, fishers try to distract seals by feeding, however this only leads to food conditioning, where the seals learn to associate people with a free lunchFear of prosecution leads to underreportingMonk seal as symbol: perceived as threat to livelihood and way of life. Associated with loss of land, coastal access, fishing resources, self-determination. “the loss of a way of life - which is deeply emotional and spiritual - cannot be changed by logic or scientific evidence.” Video of Kauai man punching pregnant monk seal, at height a few years ago, NY Times article “Who would kill a monk seal”



Building Capacity
• Science of Science 

Communication
• Risk Communication
• Conservation Marketing

• Science of Compliance
• Conservation Marketing
• Conservation 

Criminology
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Figure from Bennett, N.J. et al., 2017, 
Conservation Social Science

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given the interest, past work in our region, and my background, we decided to build capacity in two key areas, the science of science communication and the science of compliance.Some of you may be familiar with this figure that shows some of the key disciplines that are part of conservation social science. Concepts for the science of communication fall under the applied area, while the science of compliance is more interdisciplinary. For the rest of the talk, I’ll walk you through some of the key concepts from these disciplines as well as progress on some current projects, recognizing that we’re just getting started.



Science of Science Communication
• Myths of Science Communication:

• The information deficit model is effective (if we 
just gave people the facts, they would 
think/behave like us)

• You need to “dumb down” the science to 
communicate effectively

• It is straightforward to create communication 
messages that result in widespread behavior
change
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Presentation Notes
There is a National Academy of Sciences publication “Communicating Science Effectively: A Research Agenda” that goes into quite a bit of detail about the information deficit model:https://sites.nationalacademies.org/DBASSE/Communicating_Science/index.htm



Science of Science Communication
• Aligning Goals with Communication Approach

• Education = Awareness and Knowledge
• Persuasion = Beliefs and Attitudes
• Risk Communication = Informed judgments 

about risks to health, safety, and the environment
• Conservation Marketing = Pro-environmental 

behaviors
• Common theme: Requires understanding how 

people seek and process information, identify trusted 
sources, perceive risks and benefits
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Science of Science Communication
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Presentation Notes
I will provide an overview of these key concepts as well as progress to date on a few of our new projects that are examining some of these concepts 



Risk Communication
• Problem Framing

• Tells people what to pay attention to and how they should 
think about it

• Risk perception
• Expert vs. layperson perceptions of risk
• Focus on the “outrage” not the “hazard”

• Risk communication
• Empower people to feel they can make informed 

judgments about risk
• Build capacity for self- and societal- efficacy

• Social amplification of risk
• Agenda setting, media framing, and “newsworthiness”
• Utilize the power of story
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the key concepts for Risk Communication, I‘ll go into a little more depth for each of them



Problem Framing
• Framing as a concept is often examined in public 

opinion and media communication
• Frames act as lenses or filters through which 

people interpret and process information
• Frames call attention to certain elements of an 

issue and direct attention away from other elements
• Framing tells people what to pay attention to 

and how they should think about it
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Entman, 1993
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NOAA photo by Adam Ayers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
October 10, 2017, commercial longline fishing vessel Pacific Paradise ran aground off of Waikīkī on the coral reef. There were concerns about reef damage, pollution, diesel fuel and hooks in the water.In addition, Rocky the monk seal, mother of Kaimana, the famous monk seal pup I mentioned earlier is in the front by the lifeguard stand, you can also see the signs in place keeping people back
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NOAA photo by Adam Ayers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a visual analogy of framing, where the type of frame indicates how you should think about the photo
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NOAA photo by Adam Ayers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different frames can imply that you should think about it in different ways
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NOAA photo by Adam Ayers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where you focus in a picture can also imply different things about what is important
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Framing can also happen with words, for example in news articles where different headlines and photos are paired with the same story from the AP wire in news outlets with different political leanings



Impacts
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EVENTS or 
INTERACTIONS

Recognized = 
EFFECT

Not Recognized

Important = 
IMPACT

Not Important

NOAA photo by Adam Ayers

Organ et al., 2006

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The field of Human Dimensions has some very specific terminology which may mean different things conversationally. One of these is impacts, which can be a little confusing in an agency setting, as it’s also not the same as impacts for an Environmental Impact Statement.In this case, any event or interaction like that pictured above may be recognized or not recognized when it’s recognized, it’s considered as having an effect. When that effect is deemed important, it’s considered an impact. The terminology is less important than teasing apart whether an event or interaction is recognized or deemed important. This is because the impacts that are important may differ by stakeholder. How an issue is framed can also tell someone who might not have recognized it whether to think about it as important.Impacts are significant outcomes resulting from interactions involving humans and resources Impacts can be positive or negative, real or perceivedImpacts are regarded by stakeholders as important enough to warrant management attention Impacts may be evaluated differently by different stakeholders



Risk Perception
• “People respond to the hazards they perceive” 

(Slovic et al. 1979)

• Experts and the public perceive risk differently
• Experts: risk = assessed risk (hazard)
• Public: risk = hazard + outrage

(Sandman 2012)

• Cognitive (beliefs about probability of causing harm) 
and affective components (emotions)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot more attention is starting to focus on affect and emotions in the past few years



Risk Perception: Risk Profiles
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Lower Outrage Higher Outrage

(Modified from 
Slovic et al., 1979)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is also why flying in an airplane is scarier than driving in a car, even though you are much more likely to be injured in a car crash.Even  knowing the higher outrage characteristics can serve as a good heuristic to help think about how the public may react to an event.



Social Amplification of Risk
• “Information processes, institutional structures, social-

group behavior, and individual responses shape the 
social experience of risk.” (Kasperson et al 1988 p.181)

• Media agenda-setting: The media “may not be 
successful much of the time in telling its readers how to 
think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers 
what to think about.” (Cohen 1963 p.13)

• Newsworthiness: conflict, drama, well-understood story 
themes, recognizable personalities, physical proximity to 
the reader, timeliness, or novelty (Price and Tewksbury 1997)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some concepts important to the idea of social amplification of risk. That is, there are social processes that can amplify or attenuate risk. Agenda-setting: we know there are cognitive biases that also affect how people seek and process information. For example, confirmation bias is that we tend to seek out information that supports our perspective and dismiss information that does not. This plays into the hostile media effect, where people think the media is biased because of the way they’re consuming media information. 10 years ago, this result still held. Today, we’re seeing more biased news sources, but there are also biased news sources on either end of the spectrum, so overall the information available is probably still pretty balanced.Newsworthiness: things that make a good news story are the opposite from how we tend to write for scientific results.Engaging in those processes can help managers ensure that the message they intend to deliver is the one that is received by the audience, for example developing a relationship with journalists to help make sure they understand the story you want to get across



Aquaculture Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement
• Senior project for 

undergraduate UH student 
in Global Environmental 
Sciences program

• Content analysis of news 
media and public 
comments related to 
Aquaculture PEIS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been working with an undergraduate at University of Hawaii to incorporate these concepts into a project to inform the development of a regional aquaculture PEIS. She started over the summerGiven that we know that the news media can set the public agenda and that experts and the public think about risk in different ways, she is doing a content analysis of news articles about aquaculture over the past 10 years and comparing that to the public comments received in initial public scoping for the PEIS. We want to use this as an additional channel of information for understanding what the general public is hearing about aquaculture, to make sure that the PEIS adequately addresses those topics or clearly explains why they are not being addressed



Aquaculture PEIS
• Initial coding of articles and comments complete
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So far, she has completed coding of over 140 articles, over 30 of which were unique public comments (not counting petitions).You can see that there are some themes that occur more than others, and some that appear more often in news articles than public comments, and vice versa



Aquaculture PEIS
• Initial coding of articles and comments complete
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21%

25%

20%

23%

11%

Types of Environmental Risk

antibiotics, disease

chemical, waste production

fish escaping

impact on other species

wild stocks for fish feed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of deeper level coding, these are sub-categories within the theme of environmental risk. Again, she will be looking at specifics more closely to help inform how they are discussed in the PEIS and regulations



Aquaculture PEIS
Next Steps:
• Qualitative 

comparison 
between articles 
and comments

• Qualitative 
analysis of 
concerns and tone

Will be completed in 
spring 2018, in time 
to inform the PEIS
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Conservation Marketing
• Builds off of work on human-wildlife interactions at NPS
• Adoption by outreach groups in Hawai‘i
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Photos courtesy 
Katie Abrams

Regulatory Sign Behavior-Based Messaging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next area I’m going to talk about is conservation marketingThis builds on work I did with NPS and Colorado State University’s Department of Journalism and Media Communication. CSU partners are pursuing external funding and want to add NOAA/marine examples. Our NPS partner is a communication specialist who works with interpreters, and I bring background in animal behaviour.



Conservation Marketing
• Desired outcome is behavior
• Borrows strategies from advertising, “product” is pro-environmental 

behaviors (social good)
• Founded on social science research to identify target audience(s) 

and their motivations, as well as strategies for evaluation

Key Principles:
• Make it enjoyable: What’s in it for me?
• Make it easy: Is it do-able to the target audience?
• Make it popular: Are others like me doing it?
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Select
Behaviors

Develop
Strategy

Pilot
Strategy

Implement
Broadly
&
Evaluate

Uncover 
Barriers
&
Benefits

Conservation Marketing
• Process outlined in Fostering Sustainable Behavior 

(McKenzie-Mohr and Smith, 1999, www.cbsm.com)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An alternative to information-based campaigns that tries to address more than the antecedents to intentions to behave is community-based social marketing. One of the keys to this approach is to start with an explicit focus on behavior as the desired outcome, not knowledge or attitudes.It borrows from social marketing an emphasis on understanding what impedes and motivates a target audience to act, based on social psychology researchPrior to selecting which behavior(s) to promote, consider first which audiences are relevant to target.Can be divided into 5 stepsThe book is available digitally at www.cbsm.com



Select
Behaviors

Develop
Strategy

Pilot
Strategy

Implement
Broadly
&
Evaluate

Uncover 
Barriers
&
Benefits

• Diagnostic questions:
• What are the non-divisible end-state behaviors?
• Which are more impactful, higher probability of 

adoption, lower penetration (fewer people already 
doing it)

Step 1: Select Behaviors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are often many behaviors to chose from, to determine the behaviors to target consider to criteria:No behavior should be divisible. There is often a sequence of behaviors that collectively result in the desired behavior. Breaking down that behavior chain can help target which specific element to focus onEach behavior should be an end-state—the one that produces the desired outcomeOnce we have created a list of non-divisible end-state behaviors we will want to compare these behaviors to determine which are worth promoting. To compare them we will need three types of information for each behavior: How impactful is the behavior; is it going to make a difference?B) What level of penetration has the behavior already achieved (e.g., How many people are already doing the behavior); and C) How probable is that those who are not yet doing the behavior will adopt it? 



Step 1: Select Behaviors
“Behavior” (suite of behaviors)

• Release hooked turtle
• Non-divisible behaviors

• REEL-IN with care
• HOLD by shell/flippers
• CUT line close to hook
• RELEASE with no line 

attached
• End-state behaviour

• Release turtle with no line 
attached
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we typically think of as “THE” behavior that we want to affect is often actually a suite of behaviors. And then, each of those behaviors may actually involve a chain of behaviors to get to the one that actually makes a difference (the end state behavior).For releasing hooked turtles, the sticker produced by the Pacific Islands Regional Office does a great job of identifying all of the non-divisible behaviour and explaining what to do at each step, so that the desired end-state behavior is achieved



Select
Behaviors

Develop
Strategy

Pilot
Strategy

Implement
Broadly
&
Evaluate

Uncover 
Barriers
&
Benefits

• Diagnostic questions:
• What is impeding people from engaging in the 

behaviour?
• What will motivate them to act?

Step 2: Uncover Barriers & Benefits



• Drivers of barriers and benefits may be
• Internal
• External

Step 2: Uncover Barriers & Benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Barriers to a sustainable behavior may be internal to an individual, such as one’s lack of knowledge, non-supportive attitudes or an absence of motivation (Stern & Oskamp, 1987). For example, knowing how which turtle needs to be reported—and being able to access that information in the moment of seeing a turtle. Other internal drivers—feeling good for doing the right thing, getting recognition from peer groups.On the other hand, barriers may reside outside the individual, as in changes that need to be made in order for the behavior to be more convenient (e.g., having equipment on hand to smash the barbs to create barbless circle hooks) or affordable. Other external drivers could be financial or other incentives tied to performing the behavior.It is important to utilize research based in social psychology to fully understand benefits and barriers. The perceived benefits and barriers to managers may be very different than the benefits and barriers from the perspective of the target audience.a literature search,observations, focus groups and surveys (see chapter 3 in the Fostering Sustainable Behavior book for more detail on each of these).



Select
Behaviors

Develop
Strategy

Pilot
Strategy

Implement
Broadly
&
Evaluate

Uncover 
Barriers
&
Benefits

• Diagnostic questions:
• Do you want to encourage or discourage behaviors?
• How can you best affect the identified benefits and 

barriers?

Step 3: Develop Strategy



Step 3: Develop Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Community-based social marketing involves developing a strategy that addresses both the behavior we wish to promote and the behavior we wish to discourage. For the behavior we wish to promote, we want to reduce its barriers while simultaneously increasing its benefits. In contrast, we wish to do the opposite for the behavior we wish to discourage – we wish to increase its barriers while also reducing its benefits (the introduction of car pooling lanes both increases barriers to single occupant driving and reduces its benefits). A variety of behavior change “tools” can assist with this task. 



• Communication

• Commitment

• Prompts

• Norms

• Incentives/Disincentives

• Convenience

Step 3: Develop Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some common tools that can be used in a strategy, I’ll talk briefly about each. Which one is the most effective will depend on the audience and the context, which is why systematic audience research is so importantCommunication has already been covered quite a bitCommitments are things like having people sign a pledge or wear a sticker—doing something small that internalizes the behavior and signals they are the type of person who engages in the behaviorPrompts are reminders to do the behavior in places where it is most likely to occur. In parks, there were often stickers on food storage lockers that reminded people what to put inside and how to properly secure themNorms—people look to others to determine how they should act. Having role models or demonstrating what others do can actually be more helpful than teaching people what they “should” do, as it’s been shown in multiple situations that when faced between knowing what they should do and what others do, people tend to follow what others doIncentives/disincentives are rewards or fines/sanctionsMaking something convenient – both easy to do and easy to remember also increases the likelihood that the behavior will follow. It seems straightforward but people often tell people what NOT to do, but then don’t give instructions on how to correct that behavior. If I don’t know how to tell how far away 50 m is, how can I keep that distance from a protected species? That’s why the monk seal team uses the “rule of thumb” instead. It doesn’t take special equipment, and everyone has it on hand, literally!
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Pilot
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• Diagnostic questions:
• How will success be measured?

Steps 4 & 5: Pilot, Implement, Evaluate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often, communication campaigns are measured in terms of the number of people who attended a talk or number of brochures given out. This is changing, as there is now recognition that you need to metrics of what you were trying to achieve via communication.For human behavior, it is important to recognize when the human behavior metric is an intermediate step towards something else, i.e. resource protection. So to measure the effectiveness of your behavior change campaign, you need to measure human behavior (which can be difficult), but to measure whether human behavior was the right target, you need to measure resource response.



Reducing mortality of oceanic whitetip sharks
• UH M.S. student project, started Fall semester 2017
• Knowledge, attitudes, practice of fishers
• Information sharing patterns
• Funded by National

Bycatch Reduction 
Engineering Program,
as part of a shark
tagging proposal
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example for this topic is a project working with fishers to reduce mortality of oceanic whitetip sharks.This was initially conceived of as an outreach and communication campaign to teach fishers why sharks are important so they wouldn’t kill them when they compete for fish.The student is currently conducting audience research to better understand the situation and determine the best approach for outreachGoal of communication will still be to reduce mortality of sharks, but it will probably be framed using the knowledge and skills of fishers to protect their catch and avoid interactionsLikely will include a mix of risk communication and conservation marketing strategies, depending on the results
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• Interviews in progress
• Importance of trust/respect building for study validity 

and collaborative solution seeking
• Fishers not interested if strategy doesn’t help them

Reducing mortality of oceanic whitetip sharks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are still early in the project, but already we have had some interesting feedback.It was also impressed upon us that fishers are tired of giving information to the government and not seeing anything come from it, except potentially closures. When we talked more about the project being about how to avoid or reduce interactions (a mutual goal), they were more interested in participating.



Select
Behaviors
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Strategy

Pilot
Strategy

Implement
Broadly
&
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Uncover 
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&
Benefits

How can we reduce the impact of pelagic 
sharks on fishermen, and vice versa?
• Interviews in progress
• Importance of trust/respect building for study validity 

and collaborative solution seeking
• Fishers not interested if strategy doesn’t help them

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reframed question to be: How can we reduce the impact of pelagic sharks on fishermen, and vice versa?



Key Principles:
• Make it enjoyable: 

What’s in it for me?
• Make it easy: Is it do-able 

to the target audience?
• Make it popular: Are 

others like me doing it?

Challenge: Regulatory to Behavior-based

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we continue to move from regulatory (pictured) to behavior-based messaging, remember the key principles to ask about the audience



Science of Compliance
• Overlap with science of 

science communication
• Focus on behavior

• Emerging field of Conservation 
Criminology
• Borrows from fields 

including law enforcement
• New techniques for 

collecting data about 
sensitive topics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other area we’re starting to work in is the science of compliance, which overlaps in many ways with communication intended to change behavior so that more people complyConservation criminology is a newer field, that is just developing in the last decade or so. It borrows from psychology used in law enforcement, which is often trying to prevent crimes, and a number of data techniques have been developed to collect accurate data about sensitive topics that people are likely to lie about, where direct questioning won’t yield accurate results



• Interdisciplinary
• Understanding the 

context of the crime 
(e.g. understanding 
poaching vs. poachers)

• Interventions highly 
tailored to the situation 
(problem-oriented 
policing, situational 
crime prevention)

• Environmental 
Resilience

• Biodiversity 
Conservation

• Secure 
Livelihoods

Conservation Criminology
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Risk & 
Decision 
Science

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Natural resource management – science to understand threats to biodiversity and natural resources; harm as something humans have caused rather than suffer fromCriminology – study, understand and prevent crime; harm as emerging from crime and affecting humansRisk & Decision Science – human judgment, the processes and outcomes of decision-making, and risk assessment; concerned more with the decision itself and decision process than consequence of decisionWhat are the situations that lead to the crime, how routines generate criminal opportunitiesSituational approach means that you have to understand specific target audiences, not treat all situations the same



Conservation Criminology
• Drivers of non-compliance

• e.g., Intentional vs. unintentional
• Motivations for non-compliance

• e.g., Direct vs. indirect personal gains
• Drivers of compliance and cooperation

• e.g. Regulations, economic incentives, communication

• Requires specialized data collection techniques to avoid self-
incrimination, ensure accuracy of results
• e.g. randomized response technique, indirect questioning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the things that social science can help understand are the drivers of non-compliance, motivations for non-compliance, and drivers of compliance and cooperation, for a specific situation



Seascape of Compliance in the Pacific Islands
• Objectives:

• Identify the range of compliance issues in the region 
by management type and priority.

• Identify and plan pilot project to address an issue 
that represents the most frequent type of compliance 
issue.

1. High priority for Pacific Islands Regional Office and 
Council

2. Represents compliance category with multiple needs 
for the region

3. Politically and logistically feasible
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another project we started this fall



Seascape of Compliance in the Pacific Islands

• Conducting interviews with PIFSC, PIRO, Council, 
and key stakeholder representatives

• Rather than specific topics, hearing more about 
criteria: can be affected by management, managers 
will commit to follow-through

• Commercial fishing thought to be fairly well-
covered, most to gain from non-commercial fishing, 
interactions along shoreline with multiple 
stakeholders
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Presentation Notes
we've completed ~30 interviews thus far;we've been talking with folks that have at least 11 years of experience and as much as 45 years;other stakeholders include fishers, managers, and scientists in each of the island areas, also some community-level managers, and NGOs;by interviewing experts from multiple stakeholder groups, we will gain insight about perceptions of compliance issues, including any similarities or differences that exist among them;



Ongoing consultation for Protected Resources
• Toxoplasmosis and At-large Cat Technical Working 

Group
• False killer whale recovery planning
• Editing monk seal, sea turtle, spinner dolphin 

outreach materials
• Fishing around seals and turtles steering committee

 Regional Office and Science Center have 
discussed a coordinated communication and outreach 
strategy for protected resources
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Presentation Notes
In addition to formal projects with data collection, I have also been “consulting” on a number of protected species efforts, bringing the principles discussed above to outreach and engagement strategies for a number of protected species.Toxoplasmosis Forum at the Law School last Saturday and on NPR yesterday (4/3) on The Conversation. Feral cats are the definitive host for toxoplasmosis which is a disease that can get into the watershed through cat feces and has been shown as one of the major causes of mortality for monk seals.



Discussion

• Many conservation education and outreach efforts 
are actually intended to result in behavior change

• Communication and Compliance are very 
specialized applied social science disciplines

• Both are gaining attention in conservation research 
and practice

• Interest and support from Pacific Islands Regional 
Office and Council
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Specialized disciplines. Many people who do work in these areas for conservation have come from biology and picked up the communication or compliance elements on the fly. Would be better to partner with people who are trained in the appropriate fields. Expertise for communication is often in Communication or Journalism Departments, for compliance look to Conservation Psychology for behavior change/conservation marketing or Criminology Departments



Questions? kirsten.leong@noaa.gov
808-725-5398
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There has also been a set of Sackler Science Colloquia related to the NAS Communicating Science Effectively publication. Agenda and talks are available online: http://www.nasonline.org/programs/sackler-colloquia/completed_colloquia/science-communication.htmlhttp://www.nasonline.org/programs/sackler-colloquia/completed_colloquia/agenda-science-communication-II.htmlhttp://www.nasonline.org/programs/sackler-colloquia/completed_colloquia/Science_Communication_III.html #sacklerscicomm

http://www.cbsm.com/pages/guide/preface/
https://sites.nationalacademies.org/DBASSE/Communicating_Science/index.htm
http://petersandman.com/media/RespondingtoCommunityOutrage.pdf
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